NOTICE OF INTENT

Department of State
Business Services Division

Business Entities
(LAC 19:V. Chapters 1-13)

The Department of State, Business Services Division, pursuant to the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act (R.S. 49:950 et seq.) and under the authority of R.S. 49:222 and R.S. 36:742 is proposing to adopt a Rule to authorize the use of an optional commercial application programming interface (API), which will allow customers, such as banks, service companies and government agencies doing enforcement activities to subscribe to a API subscription service that will allow them to search for business entity filings using their back-end systems.

Title 19
CORPORATIONS AND BUSINESS
Part V. Secretary of State

Chapter 1. Domestic Corporations

§102. Commercial API Service

A. The Department of State has developed and now offers an optional paid Commercial API Subscription service which will allow customers, such as banks, service companies and agencies doing enforcement activities, to search for business entity filings using their back-end systems. This will allow the customer to integrate validation of business information into their processes, such as a bank creating a business checking account without having to open a browser, navigate to the secretary of state website, type in the business name, and click Search. They could even populate data from the business information that the secretary of state has on file into fields in their application. The service will also allow customers to validate certificates issued by the Office of the Secretary of State to confirm their authenticity. The secretary of state currently does not know which customers are using the website. When customers sign up for the service, the secretary of state will have the contact information to provide better and more reliable service to them, and if there are any issues the secretary of state will know which customers to inform. The secretary of state has had to block legitimate customers from accessing the secretary of state website to try and prevent performance issues caused by people trying to harvest data from the site or just wreak havoc. The API would ensure legitimate business customers have access to the business data.

B. Any person who has a Department single sign-on account with a verified email address can enroll in the optional Commercial API. The enrollment application will be completed online on the secretary of state website.

C. The service has a one year non-refundable renewable subscription fee of $500. The subscription renewal form will be found on the secretary of state website. Enrollments are non-transferrable.

HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of State, Business Services Division, LR, 46:

Chapter 5. Nonprofit Corporations

§502. Commercial API Service

A. The Department of State has developed and now offers an optional paid Commercial API Subscription service which will allow customers, such as banks, service
companies and agencies doing enforcement activities, to search for business entity filings using their back-end systems. This will allow the customer to integrate validation of business information into their processes, such as a bank creating a business checking account without having to open a browser, navigate to the secretary of state website, type in the business name, and click Search. They could even populate data from the business information that the secretary of state has on file into fields in their application. The service will also allow customers to validate certificates issued by the Office of the Secretary of State to confirm their authenticity. The secretary of state currently does not know which customers are using the website. When customers sign up for the service, the secretary of state will have the contact information to provide better and more reliable service to them, and if there are any issues the secretary of state will know which customers to inform. The secretary of state has had to block legitimate customers from accessing the secretary of state website to try and prevent performance issues caused by people trying to harvest data from the site or just wreak havoc. The API would ensure legitimate business customers have access to the business data.

B. Any person who has a Department single sign-on account with a verified email address can enroll in the optional Commercial API. The enrollment application will be completed online on the secretary of state website.

C. The service has a one year non-refundable renewable subscription fee of $500. The subscription renewal form will be found on the secretary of state website. Enrollments are non-transferrable.


HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of State, Business Services Division, LR, 46:

Chapter 7. Foreign Corporations

§702. Commercial API Service

A. The Department of State has developed and now offers an optional paid Commercial API Subscription service which will allow customers, such as banks, service companies and agencies doing enforcement activities, to search for business entity filings using their back-end systems. This will allow the customer to integrate validation of business information into their processes, such as a bank creating a business checking account without having to open a browser, navigate to the secretary of state website, type in the business name, and click Search. They could even populate data from the business information that the secretary of state has on file into fields in their application. The service will also allow customers to validate certificates issued by the Office of the Secretary of State to confirm their authenticity. The secretary of state currently does not know which customers are using the website. When customers sign up for the service, the secretary of state will have the contact information to provide better and more reliable service to them, and if there are any issues the secretary of state will know which customers to inform. The secretary of state has had to block legitimate customers from accessing the secretary of state website to try and prevent performance issues caused by people trying to harvest data from the site or just wreak havoc. The API would ensure legitimate business customers have access to the business data.

B. Any person who has a Department single sign-on account with a verified email address can enroll in the optional Commercial API. The enrollment application will be completed online on the secretary of state website.

C. The service has a one year non-refundable renewable subscription fee of $500. The subscription renewal form will be found on the secretary of state website. Enrollments are non-transferrable.


HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of State, Business Services Division, LR, 46:
Chapter 9. Special Corporations

§902. Commercial API Service

A. The Department of State has developed and now offers an optional paid Commercial API Subscription service which will allow customers, such as banks, service companies and agencies doing enforcement activities, to search for business entity filings using their back-end systems. This will allow the customer to integrate validation of business information into their processes, such as a bank creating a business checking account without having to open a browser, navigate to the secretary of state website, type in the business name, and click Search. They could even populate data from the business information that the secretary of state has on file into fields in their application. The service will also allow customers to validate certificates issued by the Office of the Secretary of State to confirm their authenticity. The secretary of state currently does not know which customers are using the website. When customers sign up for the service, the secretary of state will have the contact information to provide better and more reliable service to them, and if there are any issues the secretary of state will know which customers to inform. The secretary of state has had to block legitimate customers from accessing the secretary of state website to try and prevent performance issues caused by people trying to harvest data from the site or just wreak havoc. The API would ensure legitimate business customers have access to the business data.

B. Any person who has a Department single sign-on account with a verified email address can enroll in the optional Commercial API. The enrollment application will be completed online on the secretary of state website.

C. The service has a one year non-refundable renewable subscription fee of $500. The subscription renewal form will be found on the secretary of state website. Enrollments are non-transferrable.


HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of State, Business Services Division, LR, 46:

Chapter 11. Limited Liability Companies

§1102. Commercial API Service

A. The Department of State has developed and now offers an optional paid Commercial API Subscription service which will allow customers, such as banks, service companies and agencies doing enforcement activities, to search for business entity filings using their back-end systems. This will allow the customer to integrate validation of business information into their processes, such as a bank creating a business checking account without having to open a browser, navigate to the secretary of state website, type in the business name, and click Search. They could even populate data from the business information that the secretary of state has on file into fields in their application. The service will also allow customers to validate certificates issued by the Office of the Secretary of State to confirm their authenticity. The secretary of state currently does not know which customers are using the website. When customers sign up for the service, the secretary of state will have the contact information to provide better and more reliable service to them, and if there are any issues the secretary of state will know which customers to inform. The secretary of state has had to block legitimate customers from accessing the secretary of state website to try and prevent performance issues caused by people trying to harvest data from the site or just wreak havoc. The API would ensure legitimate business customers have access to the business data.

B. Any person who has a Department single sign-on account with a verified email address can enroll in the optional Commercial API. The enrollment application will be completed online on the secretary of state website.
C. The service has a one year non-refundable renewable subscription fee of $500. The subscription renewal form will be found on the secretary of state website. Enrollments are non-transferrable.


HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of State, Business Services Division, LR, 46:

**Chapter 13. Partnerships**

§1302. Commercial API Service

A. The Department of State has developed and now offers an optional paid Commercial API Subscription service which will allow customers, such as banks, service companies and agencies doing enforcement activities, to search for business entity filings using their back-end systems. This will allow the customer to integrate validation of business information into their processes, such as a bank creating a business checking account, without having to open a browser, navigate to the secretary of state website, type in the business name, and click Search. They could even populate data from the business information that the secretary of state has on file into fields in their application. The service will also allow customers to validate certificates issued by the Office of the Secretary of State to confirm their authenticity. The secretary of state currently does not know which customers are using the website. When customers sign up for the service, the secretary of state will have the contact information to provide better and more reliable service to them, and if there are any issues the secretary of state will know which customers to inform. The secretary of state has had to block legitimate customers from accessing the secretary of state website to try and prevent performance issues caused by people trying to harvest data from the site or just wreak havoc. The API would ensure legitimate business customers have access to the business data.

B. Any person who has a Department single sign-on account with a verified email address can enroll in the optional Commercial API. The enrollment application will be completed online on the secretary of state website.

C. The service has a one year non-refundable renewable subscription fee of $500. The subscription renewal form will be found on the secretary of state website. Enrollments are non-transferrable.


HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of State, Business Services Division, LR, 46:

**Family Impact Analysis**

The proposed Rule cited in LAC 19:V. Chapters 1-13 regarding the optional Commercial API subscription enrollment and renewal for geauxBiz should not have any known or foreseeable impact on any family as defined by R.S. 49:927 or on family formation, stability and autonomy. Specifically there should be no impact on:

1. the stability of the family;
2. the authority and rights of parents regarding the education and supervision of their children;
3. the functioning of the family;
4. family earnings and family budget;
5. the behavior and personal responsibility of children; and
6. the ability of the family or a local government to perform the function as contained in the proposed Rule.
Poverty Impact Analysis

The proposed Rule cited in LAC 19:V. Chapters 1-13 regarding the optional Commercial API subscription enrollment and renewal for geauxBiz should not have any known or foreseeable impact on poverty as defined by R.S. 49:973. Specifically, there should be no known or foreseeable effect on:

1. the household income, assets and financial security;
2. early childhood development and preschool through postsecondary education development;
3. employment and workforce development;
4. taxes and tax credits; and
5. child and dependent care, housing, health care, nutrition, transportation, and utilities assistance.

Small Business Analysis

The proposed Rule is not expected to have a significant adverse impact on small business as defined in the Regulatory Flexibility Act. The agency, consistent with health, safety, environmental and economic welfare factors has considered and, where possible, utilized regulatory methods in the drafting of the proposed Rule that will accomplish the objectives of applicable statutes while minimizing the adverse impact of the proposed Rule on small business.

Provider Impact Analysis

The proposed Rule does not have any known or unforeseeable impact on providers as defined by HRC 170 of the 2014 Regular Legislative Session. In particular, there should be no known or foreseeable effect on:

1. the effect of staffing level requirements or qualifications required to provide the same level of service;
2. the total direct and indirect effect on the cost to providers to provide the same level of service; or
3. the overall effect on the ability of the provider to provide the same level of service.

Public Comments

Interested persons may submit written comments or a request for a public hearing to Steve Hawkland, Deputy General Counsel, Legal Division, Department of State, P.O. BOX 94125, Baton Rouge, LA. 70804-9125. The deadline for the Department of State to receive public comments or a request for a public hearing will be no later than 4:30 p.m. on Thursday, April 9, 2020.

Public Hearing

If requested, a public hearing on the proposed Rule will be scheduled for Thursday, April 24, 2020 at 1:00 p.m. in the Auditorium at the State Archives Building, 3851 Essen Lane, Baton Rouge, LA. At that time, all interested persons will be afforded an opportunity to submit data, views, or arguments either orally or in writing.

Steve Hawkland
Deputy General Counsel